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Introduction: goals research
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• To understand what Bitcoin and Blockchain are

• Can we use DLT to improve the payment infrastructure:

• Capacity

• Availability 100%

• Cheaper

• Improved resiliency

• Final transactions

• Sustainable



Prototypes
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1. Bitcoin clone

2. Bitcoin variance – premining

3. Wallet + Central database

4. Wallet + Distributed database based on different consensus models



Conclusions
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Conclusions

• Bitcoin prototypes with PoW have disadvantages

• Capacity

• Finality

• Sustainability

• Prototypes fail in fulfilling FMI requirements (capacity, efficiency, scalability, security, 

sustainability, and resilience)

• Requirements have trade offs

• Current consensus models work well in a trusted environment. Taking into account a 

malicious insider (untrusted environment) decreases capacity. 
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Crypto’s and Regulation

1. Definition of crypto’s

2. International outings

3. Different local initiatives

4. AMLD5 European directive

5. Dutch work on regulation
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The root of Bitcoin
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Definition of crypto’s

“virtual currencies” means a digital representation of value that is not issued or 

guaranteed by a central bank or a public authority, is not necessarily attached to a 

legally established currency and does not possess a legal status of currency or money, 

but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means of exchange and which can be 

transferred, stored and traded electronically;
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International outings
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International outings
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local initiatives and warnings
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AMLD5
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Dutch work on regulation

- 2014 warning

- The Innovationhub

- Rethinking our stance: the workgroup
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2014 warning
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Innovationhub questions
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Crypto's
45%

Blockchain
10%

Crowdfunding
8%

Sandbox
8%

PSD2
6%

Other
23%



The workgroup
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Taking into account:

- Integrity

- Consumerprotection

- Innovation

- Proportionality



Crypto ecosystem
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Added:

- Information services
- Advising
- Functional use
- Insurance
- Lending



Identifying and evaluating risks
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Work in progress

- Main risks in our assessment are financing financial and economic crimes, 

marketmanipulation and reputational;

- What do we think of crypto activities of banks under supervision:

• In developing a cryptowallet

• In using a public blockchain 

- Do we treat startups with payment service-like activities like payment institutions?

• What are our KYC requirements: Do we KYC the client or also the clients’ client?

• How do we set requirements to the traceability of the source of means?
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Payment institutions 

Banks

Pension funds

Insurers

• Crypto’s

• Exchanges

• Wallet providers

• ICO’s

• Peer-2-peer

Regulated Crypto’s/ICO’s

Legal/regulatory question  



Thank you
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